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Agility by ARIS Business Process Management: Yearbook Business Process Excellence 2006/2007Springer, 2006
Agility and Execution – Organizational Success Through Flexible Business Processes

Only a company which is flexible, agile and responsive will be successful. The secret to success is agility, meaning the ability to quickly adapt company processes. Against this backdrop, IT is of particular importance as it is virtually the machine...
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Domain-Specific Model-Driven TestingVieweg and Teubner, 2010

	Software reuse and software quality are increasingly important topics in today's software engineering both for researchers and for practitioners. The design and implementation of tests is especially challenging when tests are conceptualized for different variants and versions of an application. Stefan Baerisch applies a combination of...
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Computational Intelligence and Informatics: Principles and Practice (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2010

	This volume contains a careful selection of papers that are based on and are extensions of corresponding lectures presented at the jubilee conference. The main subject area called Computational Intelligence includes diverse topics. Therefore, we offer snapshots rather than a full coverage of a small particular subject to the interested...
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Fundamental Approaches to Software Engineering: 14th International Conference, FASE 2011Springer, 2011

	FASE (Fundamental Approaches to Software Engineering) is concerned with the foundations on which software engineering is built. Its focus is on novel techniques and the way in which they contribute to making software engineering a more mature and soundly based discipline. This year, we particularly encouraged contributions that combine the...
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Getting Started with Backbone MarionettePackt Publishing, 2014

	Build largescale JavaScript applications with Backbone Marionette quickly and efficiently


	About This Book

	
		Create scalable and highly interactive web applications using one of the best frameworks for Backbone.js
	
		Learn about controllers, views, modules, events, commands, and regions

...
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Enhanced Bayesian Network Models for Spatial Time Series Prediction: Recent Research Trend in Data-Driven Predictive Analytics (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2019

	This research monograph is highly contextual in the present era of spatial/spatio-temporal data explosion. The overall text contains many interesting results that are worth applying in practice, while it is also a source of intriguing and motivating questions for advanced research on spatial data science. 
	


	
		The...
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The Java Web Services TutorialPearson Education, 2002
The Java(TM) Web Services  Tutorial is a comprehensive, example-driven, "roll up your sleeves and  dive in" guide to building Web services applications with Java(TM) technology.  This edition provides a head start on using the Java Web Services Developer Pack  (WSDP) from Sun...
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Content Networking FundamentalsCisco Press, 2006
A comprehensive introduction to the theory and practical applications of content networking 

	
    Get a strong introduction to the basic networking concepts necessary for content networking, including network address translation, IP multicast content delivery, quality of service, and...
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Clean Code: A Handbook of Agile Software Craftsmanship (Robert C. Martin Series)Prentice Hall, 2008

	Even bad code can function. But if code isn’t clean, it can bring a development organization to its knees. Every year, countless hours and significant resources are lost because of poorly written code. But it doesn’t have to be that way.

	

	Noted software expert Robert C. Martin presents a revolutionary paradigm with...
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The Definitive Guide to SOA: Oracle® Service Bus, Second EditionApress, 2008
The Definitive Guide to SOA: Oracle® Service Bus, Second Edition targets professional software developers and architects who know enterprise development but are new to enterprise service buses (ESBs) and service–oriented architecture (SOA) development. This is the first book to cover a practical approach to SOA using the BEA...
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Multi-Camera Networks: Principles and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2009
This book is the definitive reference in multi-camera networks. It gives clear guidance on the conceptual and implementation issues involved in the design and operation of multi-camera networks, as well as presenting the state-of-the-art in hardware, algorithms and system development. The book is broad in scope, covering smart camera architectures,...
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Programming the iPhone User ExperienceO'Reilly, 2009
Apple's iPhone and iPod Touch not only feature the world's most powerful mobile operating system, they also usher in a new standard of human-computer interaction through gestural interfaces and multi-touch navigation. This book provides you with a hands-on, example-driven tour of UIKit, Apple's user interface toolkit, and includes common design...
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